AUSTRALIAN CICADIDÆ.

THE MATING OF CYCLOCHILA AUSTRALASLÆ, Don.,
AND THOPHA SACCATA, Amyot.

By W. J. Rainbow, F.L.S., F.E.S., Entomologist.

(Plate xi.)

A short time ago, Mr. T. M. McGregor, of Rockdale, presented to the Trustees, a green male of Cyclochila australasia, Don., ("Green Monday"), and a female of the "Double-drummer," Thopha saccata, Amyot, which he had taken in cop. last summer, when collecting around Sydney. Numerous instances of insects of distinct species and genera taken in the act of coition, have, from time to time been recorded in the Old World, but this appears to be the first instance of the kind reported from Australia.

Mr. McGregor informs me that when his attention was attracted to these insects, he at first thought he had discovered an unusually large Cicada, and it was not until he had captured them, that he discovered he had secured two Cicadas of distinct genera in the act of coition. These when taken were placed in the cyanide bottle. When captured the female was suspended to a branch, which she had firmly grasped with her legs, whilst the male was hanging head downwards, but grasping his partner round her abdomen. Fig. 1, in the accompanying plate gives a side view of the insects in cop.; fig. 2 illustrates the male Cyclochila australasia, and fig. 3, the female, Thopha saccata.

The following is a brief list of references bearing on the subject:

